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A Study of Teacher Planning:- Description
. ,

and A Model

'Preactive Decision Making sj

4

Much of the resealch on teaching in the last twenty years haa

involved the search for those teaching behaviors that are related to '

11,

teaching-effectiveness. The results of these effort haves.beea aome-

what disappointing inthat there have been fgw tgaohing behaviors that

.7x

have been strongly and consistently related to student achieveqent or --

student attitudes. A general characteristic of most of these studies is

their focus on teaching behavior that occurs when students are in the
.

ti

classroom. Jackson)(1965) has ,referred to these face-to-face enoourkers

between teacher and studenta'as "interactive" teaching"Ind has contrasted
_a

these b h iors with "Pi.eactive" teaching. Preactive teaching; includes,v
.

behavior that occurs' before and after school), during recess, and at other

times nhedthe.teacher is atone in the clasiroom. This behavior in thq

"empty classroom" may include such things as preparing lesson plans, mark-
.

ing papers, setting up equipm ent,:making and running ditfoi,:thinking

V TV

' aboutbhow.to deal with certain behavior or learning problenis, and so

forth. Although thia'distinction between preactive and interactive

teaching has heen'popular for many years,, there haveeen few studies

that have set out to examine'the world Of.teaching when-the students are

'absent.

4

` Recently it has become popula to characterize teachers as problem

solvers anddecision makers (Shulman and Elstein, 1973,' Laniei-and Shulman,.

1975) Many educational researchers have contended tha the most important
$

taachini skill is deciiion making (e.g., Shavelson, 1973), or have (gone on

C*
$

3
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to assert "in teaching 'it-'s the thought that counts."
1

One consequence
.

.

,-
,

of this view is temptation to portray the teacher.as a rationalin-
. ,/ .

formation processor who is chiefly involved 1."dmakchg diagnbses, testing ,

Hypotheses, and making decisions all" day long. It is much more, likely .

that this conceptualization of teaching moreaccurately describes Some

,

moments of teaching an others. Although there may be some advantage

. .
P.

to using logical and rational models to desbribe'the.teach,r:s in -class :
, - .

. r
,

'

activities, opportunities" for. this type of behavior during interactive

i \ .
.

teething may be few and far between . The rapidity acid immediacy. of the

I:.

teachers'interaction with pupils VI the clsssroom often vrecludes the

rational-purposeful kind of thinking that is normally associated with

problsolving and lecision matting',

. _ .

',, 4

,--'. s:7

.

To understand teaching as a purposeful, reflective-activity, at is
.

. ',% / 4.

necessary to look in those places where-this type of behavictr ismost
1. .

\ 0 0

' likely to occur. The preactive phase of teaching is one place where the

,
,y,

',.""-- notion o? the teacher as problem solver and decision maker may hayetha,

?

.

most dedcriptive power. ;

_ ,

6

Of the manS,

of teaching, oriel.

. --
different things that 'teachers do in the preactive kiai3e.°

'\ .

of the most important may be, lanning. It may be a raze, :

teacher and classroom that would be \Ole to function effettivelywahout%-
I

some kind of planning by the teacher. The wealth and variety ofinseruc*,-,°.

tional materiali available far teaching, the emphasis on meeting.sclOol
f

or district objectives, and the wide range of student aptitudes in

classrooms are but a few of the demands on teachers that virtualty.neces-cl 0.

a

; 6

"sititte, thinking and planning for the:term, coming weeks, of everithjnext.
4

2 6
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4 - premise that the environmental demands of. the classroom both shape ob-

served behavior and estalipish limits to the range of response options avail-
.

..

avail-

f

3

he impoqance of teacher planning has been further emphasizpd in

recent qcologial studies of the classroom (Kounin, 1970; Gump; 1969;

Doyle, 19,77 a,b). In a study of-begidning teachers,' Doyle' (3977 a) found

-,the most salient characteristics of.the classroom environment for those

- teachers were: '1) multidimensl:onality, (2) simultaneity, and (3) un-

predictability,pBy multidimensionality, Doyle means. hat classrooms k

.,
. ,

serve a,variety of purpose's not-all of which are compatible. Classrooms
.

c' ,

are simultaneous in that signifiCant events often occur at the same time'

rather than following .a..ch other in serial fashion. Unpredictability
.11

refers to the degree to which the catipleity of..elib and flow in classroom

events preventa the teacher from accurately predieting the outcome of a

planned, ctivity. By adding to these characterWics those of urgency

and siontaneity or, as Jackson (1968) refers to it, the "immediacy" of the

clasSro om, one arrives at a picture of the teaching environment dominated,

by two features: Complexity and unpredictability.

In,add4ion to characterizing the environment in which teachers are
; 4

,required to opefate, ecological. peychology acknowledges and emphiSizes the

'subtle yet complex interdependencies betiken behavior and environment.

As a way of looking at classrooms, ecological studies are baied on the

able,to the actors(Doyle, 1977 b). In othei words, "settings have plans

for their inhabitants' behavior, and inputs are achieved within the limits

,qf the' ttings' control system teproduce the planned behavior" (Barker,

1963),1 What this means for teachers is that notonly is the .classroom

environment complex and unpredictable, but teaching behavfor in the class-
.

-
r =limey be to a large degree 'controlled" or'"planned" by the environment

5
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itself.

If it is true that t

large degree, a function

becomes an it ortant ques

eaching behavior ih

of the features of

tion to ask how the

41

the classfoam is, -to a

the environment,.then it

teacher `can influence the

4

environment so that behavior within the interactive setting conforms as

. )

closelY as possible to the teacher's goals. It may betthat teacher

planning becomes the major tool by which teachers Manipulate teaching

environments to shape and control settings that may'later shape and

control,their-own behavior.

Until recently, the literature, on planning,ip edukation and in

other lieflds has been dominated by theoretical and pres riptive dicta.

Education has adopted for the most part a rationalmodel of'planning

'based on planning models from ec nomics and from nati nal and city
.

planning theory. This model, which will be referred ap the Rational,

Choice Model, in essence requires:

.1. The setting of goals

-.2. the formulation of alternatives q

3:--the prediction of outcomes for each alternative; and
-

4.- the evaluation of each alternative in tefatiod-to the goals-an

Cutcatnes.

In educational planning this appgPach to decision making has been\most

Ss
populArly advocated'in a model of Curriculum planhing first proposed' by

Tyler:(1950) and later elaborated by Taba (19,62) and Popham (Popham and

Baker0970). Thib model recommends 'four essentialistelis for effectivd

planning' t

1. Specify objective's,
A

2, Select learning activities
r
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3. Organize.learning ac ivities
0

4. Specify'evaluation procedures

5

This model is bfisicallt a rational means-ends model in 'Which i plantier's 0.

first task is1to decide'di'l the desired ends, or hat is to be accomplished,
(

and then select the appropriate learning attivities.to accomplish them.

Curriculum plannting is thus characterized as a task that requires orderly
, .

and careful thinking and thiS model is proposed as a ratrbnal and scientific

method for accamplishing this,task. Because of this rational and scientific

appeal, this.mddel has been prescribed foi all types of educational planning -

ranging from the most compre4Isive curricullum plannirig to the classroom

teacher's' daily lesson planning.

The only departure from this rationalmodaT otteacher planning

.

that has been advocated is the "integrated ends-means model" (Zahorik,

1975) suggested by biacDonald(MacDonald,- 1965;41acbonald,yolfson,"- &

Zaret, 1973) and Eisner (1967). They.propose that teachers do not begin

their planning by thinking about objectives and then proceeding to decisions

A

about activities, evaluation, and sO forth; rather, teachers first focus

on the type of learning activity that dill he provided for the students.

They argue that' bbjectives arise and exist'only in the cdntext of aft

activity, as a result of students choosing their own learning ei?'periences

and-pursuing their own objectives. Thus, in thit model, ends for learning

become integrated with means for learning and the specification of gals"
.

el 4

'prior to an activity becomes meaningless..
r,

s';')

Though - researchers such as Philip Jackson have'long pointed to the

. .

'importance of. rooking.at teacher behavidr in the preactive setting.(Jackson,

.1965)relatively few'stndies have ventured into this dbmain. Empirical
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studies of ,teacher- planning have only been conducted since 1970, and to

date, .the published studies can still 'be counted on Onehatld.

Zahorik (1970), did the first' empirical study of classroom behavior.

Hevrovided six of his sample of twelve teachers with a partial ,lesson

plan containing behavioral objectives and a detailed outline of content

to be covered two weeks hence. He requested the remaining six teachers

to reserve alp hour of instructional time td carry out'a task for the

.esearchers, not" elling them that they were gging,to be asked to

teach a lesson on credit cards until just before the appointed time.

Zahorik analyzed recorded protocols of the twelve lessons focusing on .

, "teacherbehavior.that,is sensitive to students." He defined this behavior

ds "verbal acts of the teacher that permit, encourage, and develop pupil's

,

ideas, thoughts, and Actions." Upon examining the protocols.of the

planners,and.non-planners, Zahorik noted that teachers who planned

.

"exhibited less honest or authentic use of the'pupil's ideas during the

lesson. He concludeLfrom this that the typical planning. mode], - goals,

activities, and their organization, and evaluation - result in insensistivity

to -pupils onthe part of the teacher.

Taylor '(1970 conducted a study of teacher planning in British

secondary schools. ly means-oPkgrOup discussion with teachers, analyses

of course syllabi, and the administration of a questionnaire to 261

---

teachers of English, science, and geography, Taylor came;_to the following

general conclusions. Themost common theme found acrossall ?of the modes

1

of,data collection was the prominence of the pupil, especially his needs-,

abilities,, and interests. Following this, in order of importance).- wee
. 0

the subject matter, aims (goals, and teaching methods.) In planning for

K.

-"
3
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courses of study, eval14tion emerged as being of little importance as

did the relation between'one's own course and the curriculum as a ihoie.

es,

''Through teacher ratings of the importance of various issues in

curriculum planning and a factor analysis of theiroiesponses, Taylor

identified four primary factor's of interest to his sample-of teachers. .

The, results generally indicated that when planning, the teachers tended

to consider in order of importance: 1) factors associated with the

teaching context (e.g. materials and resources), 2) pupil interest, 3)

aims and purposes of' teaching, and 4) evaluatioriconsiderations; Rather

than beginning with purposes and.objectives and moving to a description

oef4rning experiences necessary to achieve the objectives as the

rational planning theorists propose, Taylor found that these, teachers

began with the context pf teaching, next considered learning situations
t'

I .

likely to interest and involve their pupils,,and only after this considered

the purposes their teaching would serve.- Also, unlike the theorists, cri-

teria.and procedures for evaluating the_ effectiveness of their course of

teaching was in issue of only minor importance.

Zahorik (1975) continued this line of inquiry by examining the use

of behavioral and _the "separate'enda-means" model of planning

as well as the fuse of the "integrated endt-means" model proposed by

MacDon4d and isner. He asked,194 teachers to list in. writing the

decisions that they make prior to teaching and the order in which they

make them. He classified these-decisions into the following categories:

objettiv s, content, activities, materials, diagnosis, evaluation, instruc-

tion, andyganization. He found that the kind of decision used by the

greatest number of teachers concerned pupil activities (indicated by 817

of the teachers). The decision most frequently made - first was content
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a

fl

'

0

,
. .

. .

(51 %) follaTed at a distant second by behavioral objectives (28%).

,
.

Zahorik concluded from this study that teacher planning decisions

/
do not always follow logically from a specification of objectives and

. .

hat, in fact, objectives are not a particularly impo;tant planning

1
v

decision in terms of quantity of use. -He also argued, however,Zhat

N , 2,

the integrated ends-means model does not appear to be;alunctioning
. ...

'reality because of the relatively few teachers (only 3%) who began

their tlapning by making decisions about activities.
,

.,.

9. Only recently has'research on teacher planning-begun focusing_on
- .. .

. .. .
. .

describing teacher decision making in actual Oadning situations. .

Peterson, Marx; and'Olark,(f97'7) examined planning in a laboratory
t.:

sitvation as twelve teachers prepared to teach a new instructional unit

togrodps of junior high sthool'students, with whom they had had no

previous!contact.' These units were' taught to three different grows of

eight students on three different days: 'Duringtheir Nanning pertodaN

teachers were instructe d to "think aloud", and their verbaj statements

1 -,

were later Coded into planning categories such as objectives., materials,

eobjett matter, and.proces. yhe'followini results were obtainea,from

this study: I) teaches spent the largest proportion of their plannidg
-

time dealing with the content (subject matter) to be taught, 2) after

subject,Triatter, teachers concentrated their planning efforts on instruc-
.

tionalrocesses (strategies and activities), and 3), the smallest propor-

tion of their planning time was spent on objectives. All three Qf these

findings were cbn4stent with those by 2ahoiik (1975) and by Goodlad,.

Klein, and others (1974). The third findinglwas also similar to results

reported by Joyce and Harootunfl.an (1964) and by Popham and Baker (1970).

a 1 0
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A study by Morine (19* In a-semi-cmialed. classroom setting

.
"

found results Consistent with thosifof Petersonniarx., and
. =

.

Morine collected. written piens for two experiments prescribed lessons

(one in mathematics and onecin reading) taug t by".the teachers in their

, -own classrooms_to a subset of her students. Teacher plans were 'analyzed

according 'to 1) specificity of written plans, 2) general. format of plans,

3) statement of goals, 4) source of goal statements; 5) attention to

pupil background and prepaL ration, i 6) identification of evaluation pro-

.

cedures, and 7) indidation of possible alter .native procedures Morine

found that teachers tended to'be fairly sp4Cific and'use an outline

form in their plans yet paid little attention to behavioral goals
% ,

diagnosis of'student needs, evaluatiOn procedured, and alternative

courses of action.
.

I

The present study of teacher planning was undertaken tot,investigate

three questions'about teacher planning,not addressed by previous research:

e

1. What does teacher planning look like as, it occurs natur4lly -,in

classroom over long periods of time? ' .

2. What types of problem solving and decision making processes are"

involved_in_teacher planning? .

3. What models of the planning process can be developed from actual

planning behavi,deie a naturalistic setting?*

,

Method

The pri,mary objective of this study was to deacriba,those mental
0.,.

,---

, ,..---" Processes involved in teacher planningodecisiohs wade Prior to teaching.
.

0

" .,,,- ...,,,

----

This objective was addressed within the context of a case study foUsing-
_ .

.
. & ..:--,

On a detailed examination and description "of one elementary teacher's
.

.
.

21,

planning decisions during a five month Period of instruction. The

,
.

, ,

study was designed.to address a need for descriptions and theoretical



,,

models of planning processes o examine-the usefulness pf oertain

,
)-- ,, .

.
decision modeling methods for describing complex decisions.as'they occur

_
.

'

in fief settings. The methoCchosen involved a mixture'of the partici-
,'

10

pant.observe

intiiippology

strategy'common to ethnographic studies in sociology and

,,apd the pro-cass tracing strategy shown to be effective in

%

studies,af problem solving and-decision making inlaboratory and restricted

ield settfngs.2

The teacher chosen for this study was, teaching in a combine first

and second grade classroom in a local school district. This was her-

sixth year ofteitching, three years of which had been spent in a special

"education classroom and three years in a first and second grade "split"'

classroom.' She was regarded as a-very organized and creative teacher.

.who spent much time insplanningadtivities and was highly respected by'
.

her colleagues. She.was in her early thirties:and had earned a.bache/ar's

degree in social work and stePsdegree in speCial ducation prior to
A

teaching.

Two -majdt'ORases of data collection' were 'iwtto11.1.4 inIF

.

the first twtive weeks of the study,. approximately for

days were,spent Aset4tirig and 'recording the teacher's activities 4n,

both the preadtive and interactive phases of teaching. -Ethnographic.
..1

descriptions of teaching were collected as the iiv,estigator functioned-
,

it,,study.

1 school

as a "participant ,observer" il l the classroom. The observer's, role most

fr4uently took the form of sitting quietly at a spot in the classroom.'

*
Offering full view 9f All activities, taking written notes and recOrdifig:

. , .
. . .

. .

as muph of the action of the alassroom (fodusing on the teacher) as
. .

pOssible. At times when the students were,na in the classroom, the

12
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investigator "shaddWed"- the teacher, following her throughout the dhy

AnA' rMirdidg her behaviors and 'statements.. During the'se times'i the,

teacher was engaged in an on-going "t4tpking'aloud" process where shf

attempted to verbalize her thoughts 'regarding
,

she was invblved. Notes were keptthroughout

the, activities in which

6is process_ and questions

were often asked to clarify or elaborate her statements. During more
.

deliberative 4nstructional planning sessions, the teacher's thinking aloud

k

was also tape-recorded.. By using these. approaches, a-detailed 'written

c. 7 description of the teacher's behavior was obtained, portraying planning

decisions within the context of days, ;Seeks, and months of teaching.

The second phase of ale data collection further investigated the

teacher's planning by' observing hbr behavior in the Teacher Planning

(a simuliition task developed for this study) and in three

,tasks ex.,ining the teacher's perceptions'of her 'students arld instructional

activities. Addit onal classroom observations and, interviews were it's°

conducted during t is phase.
4.$, leTtr /

BasiCally o types'of data were generated' and analyzqAm8this'study.

Y'
During the first three-months', detailed field notes were made of the pre-

-

active and-i

iIn additiori, detailed .notes or

teractive teaching activities oecuring on the Aservation;days,

audio recordings

teacerls pl nning and during her

Shell and the judgment tasks.

were made duting the p.
!

participation in theacher-Planging
I

The fiel notes were constructed with the purpose of providing

running acco nt of the-teacher's behhvior. As incidents occurred,

many features .f the behavior and'situation were recorded as possible.

as

Attempts w o record what was spid, who saidii, the nature and

13
`,,

.4*



location of the activity, the participants, the noise level, tone of

voice,'postle, facial expression forth. The strategy used

to sort,outtamplex situations was to focus on the teacher4s behavior,
3,

only record.ng students' behavior as th0 interacted with her.,

it

The analysis of the field notes proceeded in:the following manner.

At the encUof each observation day, the field notes,were recorded onto

12

cassette tapes to be later transcribed:. Putting the field notes into this

form served as a review of the day's activities and provided a further

stimulus to thinking,about the teacher's planning,in relation to classroom

activities. When in typed form, the field notes were reread with the

6
putposeof looking for broad patterns of behavior in the interactive

-

setting that seemed related fo planning decisions. As the studyprogressed,'.

the field notes became the background for interpreting planning.behavior,

since they illustrated the various factot'S.that seemed to be influencing

the planning of classroom activities as well as shedding light on the..t --
factors that effebted the implementatiOn of the activitiesv

;

114 notes. and tape recording& orthe planning sessions were analyzed

in a manner similar to that used;Tollth the field notes. Because of the

difficurtY of transcribing tho,audio tapes,they were analyzed by repeatedly

listening tkthe decision protocols and summatizing their content, making
.

'

,

special note ofIdecisiOn componenti anOrocesses. The variety and

complexity of the different.planning situations precluded an analysis of

-
the protocols at a le)vel similar td those used in previous proceis tracing

-
A,

analyses, but a model of the planning .process wasconstructed'tbat

reflected the process. at a more` eaningful level.

The data analysis and model development proceeded by alternation;

between data. collectra *Id copceptualization., The general procedure
.

followed the steps in qualitative analysis initially advocated by'

.14

ty



xY Becker (1958'Kand also used by Smith and geoffrey (1968). They include::

1. Selection and definition of problems,.concepts, sand indices.

2. Analyzing the frequency and distribution of phenomena.

3. Construction of models.

Final! analysis. and presentation of results'
.

Time became an tmpoitant tool,in the analysis. Concepts, methods, and

processes gradually surfaced in the data as a result of spending extended

amounts of time observing and describing the teacher's decision behavior.

As procegS elements became apparent, they were formulated into working

hypotheseto be examined in future situations 'as well as in prel.iiits

field notes. AS models were .further developed, they were discusaWwith

colleagues, many of whgm were or had been classroom teachers. Thus,'

, ,
over time, concepts were defined and tested againttolasstoom observations,

.

and descriptive and theoretical models of teacher planning gradually took

form.

Results

Activities and Routines:, The Teacher's planning Technology

Two central aspects of,the teacher's planning and instruction that
18.

emerged in this study were planning' for instructional actiivities andthe

use of.teaching.routines. Activities were,described as the basic

A

structural units of planning-and action in the classroom. Nearly all

action and( interaction in the classroom took place within the boundaries,

of'an activity, and, for the most part, the remaining time was usedAfor.
.

P.

"preparation for or transition between activities.

Acetvities also played an important role in the teacher's planning ,

decisioni. Daily planning, weekly planning, and-unit planning all largely

15



involved the organizing and sequencing of activities. For example, when.

the teacher anned units .for,science or social studies, the first step
4

inher pla ning.was to gather all the materials she could find on the

A
'topics look through the materials; and then list activities that might

be c rried out as part of the unit. These activities were either based

the materials themaelvea or'on ideas developed from the materials.

Once'a geneFaI sequence for the unit h ?d been decided, further planning

largely the selection and sequencing of activities.

/ One functional role that activities played in, the

-,41nd instruction was as "coiltrolled'behavior ngs".

.

are ecological units bf behavior deaciibed by ecological psychologibts

(see for example; Barker, l963, andboyle,N1977 b). Kounin (Institute

for Reseaich on Teaching, in press) states that behavior settings have

teacher's planning

Behavior settings

four distinctqeatures: (I) definite temporal and spatial boundaries,

4

(2) a,physical milieu with 'props (books, pencils, and a° forth),,'(3) a-
.

standing pattern 'of behavior, and. (4),interaction between the physical

components and the standing paptern of behavior.

Activities; as defined in this study, were equivalent to behavior

settings, although they may be more accurately/described as controlled'

behavior settings. Not only was the behavior of the teacher'signalled

'and controlled by the settings4s,the ecological psychologists suggest,

but the setting itself was largely created and controlled by theteacher

ahead tf'tim Through planning, the teacher-was able to structure

activities t itigrease the probOility of signalling and eliciting be-
,

havior that'obnformed to her Purposes. Therefore, evemif the teacher's-

behaviot in the activity was largely a reaction to the pup s actions in
.

16
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..

the setting, genexel:bundaries and guidelines were already established

2

for behaVidrithrougliiireactive planning.
.

In the course of the study, seven, features were identified that

' ,

characterized instFuctional activities in this teacher's classroom.'

These features were basically an elaboration of,fiarker's and Kounin's

features of beSaYior settings` expanded to nclude components especially

salient in insOuctional settings.,, ...These features are:

. ,1:

S

2.

3.

I: 4.

5.

6.

7.

Location

Structure and Sequence

1

Duration .0,

Participants
4,

Acce table Student Behavior

JfIns uctional Moves

Content and Materials

.
For eachinstructional activity in the teacher's classroom, planning- ,

.

decisiond were-made about these features. In some activities, these

decisions were made quite often; but in most', decisions were only made

. . .

. 44 , 4.

...once or twice and. tb0-activity became fixed or routinized.

'In the above list, location refers to thetphysical location of an

activity. The activity might take place for instance, on the rug in the

corner of the -robin, at the students' aeats at on of the work tables, or

in another t
'toin the building. Structure and refers to

the phased and c tponents 4f action involyed in an activity. The general

structure and sequence of an activity in this teacher's classroom inclu&d.

three,major components:- Set-up (including.such things as passing out

/-440
-
/

11
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materials, directing students to certain locationsin the room,' rearrailging

desks, pullingd .shades or projection screens, etc.), Lesson (whole

. . .' ,

class, group, or individual work involving such things as,reading, reciting;

discussing or writing), and Take-dawn, (e.g., returning to one's seat,

collecting materials, cleaning-up). The duration of an, activity simply

pertains to'the length A time an activity lasts,. 'participants in an
.

activity arg.itermined largely by decision's about grouping. The. teacher

in thipsltudy conducted most of her activitied with-Ale whole class or

with small groups. Acceptable student behavior refers to the specification
.

of appropriate and permist'able student action,in anactii/ity.

.,

teacher, for instance, differed across activities in relation to the

,
4

, ,

. -

amount of student_tilk, general, noise. level, and student-abili4y that was
::.

accepted' Instructional movestmake up the other major ,int actional:

. .

component of activities and referi to teacher instrlictitiol behaviors such .

as giving instructions, .questioning,. pre entiv informittbn, monitoring,

. voc

evaluation, and feedback.

moves using Gump's,(1967)

' A classification of this teacher's instructional'

J

teacher-role sategoried indiC4ted that this

teacher more often took a more student-centered roleas a-"Oatcher-helpe r"
S

or "actionrdiiector" than a more teacher-centered role such- as a 1r!recita7

tion leader" or "instructor-demonstrator". Content and materials of

an activity refer to the specifiC "what" and "by,what means"lpf an .

a.

activity. Decisions about 'content and materials were the mott_frequent,

activity-related decision made by this teacher in her planning.

A second alstinctive feature of:this teacher's planning "technology"

that emerged in this study was the use of routines. Routines were,a

mechanism used to establish and regUlate instructional activities and to

simplify the planning proCess. Routinet also served to increase the

0

x8u .
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predictability and ,to reduce the complexity of the teaching environment.

Routines playdd such a major role-in the teacher's planning behavior that

e
her planning could be characterized as decision-makihg about the selection,

,. .-
_ .

.

organization, and 'sequencing id routines.
A . .

.

Four types of 'routine were identified'in this study: activity

. , .

routines, instructional routines, management routines, and executive
-,....., .;,.

.
.

,

planning routines. Activity routines functioned to control and coordinate

the
.

ac\,e features of instructional activities. The large number of tivitAes4.
c ,

. in this teacher's classrOom were managed by routinizing as many-of. the

activity components as possible. By the middle of the school year, foi

the instructionaj activities were 'not

defined as having 4 or more bf.the

.

set or established-prior to Weekly

example, only fourteen percent of

routinized (when routinization is

activity features mentioned above

planning).
.. ,

. .

Instructional routines refer to'nlethods and procedures established

by the teacher to carry out specific instructional mc;As. TheSe routines

were in effect strategleb or styles Of teaching thati*ere developed over

,

time and occurred in established

tional routines were used by the

monitoring, giving instructions,'

configurations ana sequences. Instruc-

teacher in this study for questioning,

1
etc.

Management 'routines are established procedures for controlliqg and

coordinating classroom organization and behavior not specifically

associated with an, activity. In this teacher's classroom, "m nagefognt

routines- regulated -such things as transition between activities, passing

out or collecting materials, leaving the-room,

starting school in' the morning or after lunch.

19
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-Executive planning ,tOutines refer to. A system of established thought

patterns set- off l*specific planning tasks and resulting from-experience

in numerous similar situations. These routi e§ activate and guide 'planning -

,.
processes in the same way thdt cpgnittve strategies activate and guide

..t.-

a , ,r",..
i

.

learning in modeU%of learning .(e.g., Gagne, 1970). These routines were-
' 6,

.

nlanifeAt in'thii teacher's planning through eitablished planning patterns
. .1-- I' ' /,, ,:t,

for daily; *4ekly; and tuitt.planning. t

7

,

.?,4 ; 4, \ .
Woutirips were sewn to function during thik study in two

maj.2,.Or

watu.e4

I, -.#
,ar

First, 4.putinea increased the teacher's flexibility and effectivenea%s by

freeing time and energy from many planning and implementation dgasions,

ThetoUtinization.of action fixed certain aspects of behaid.orand thus

, '

reauced'the number of characteristics of an instructional situation that

must be evaluated, decided upon, and manipulated. Second, routines

4 .

increased the predictability and reduced the complexity 'of the classroom'
6

4 environment for the studefits. This-allowed the students to better predict

ttl directi9n in.which an activity was going and what would beexpected

---.,

of thed as participants. The result of this was that more time was spent'
s..-

1-,

on content and less time spent on procedure.

A Structural Model of the Teacher's Planning

,
_Fine basic types of planning activity we're Ventified'in-this

-teacher's-instruction. Because of their hierarchical organ zation and
0-.

focus .on different spans of- classroom activity, they-axe referred, to as

t

;°.1'

levels of planning. The five planning levels portrayed in the Model ire:

(1) yearly planning, (2) term planning, (3) unit plWnning, (4) weekly
/

planning, and (5) daily planning. Althoughplanningqoy occur in thee

A

interactive teaching setting, it was not a focus of t,bis study and'is not

a part of the model. Figure 1 illustrates Vh4-five b#sic'levels.of the'

2 0
wif:
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- A

model plus two other levels -- institutional planning and planaing for.

next year -- which interact with preactive planning. 'Yearly planning is
/

, cqncerned with general materiali,' pupil placement, and :sequencing acrd
r.

,e

e :
.

--,.organizing teaching for the whole school. year. Term planning eenters.

.

. v. s.
A'" . ,-. *

'4 on Altiyiaes that will occur within the twere weeks'before the next

.
-

break.''Unie(Ianning refers4lanrInginAlyed
tit-developing an ,.:

, _z.,., ,,_ , 4:
. .,

.
- X!'

,-4"
instructional unit tor-a specific subjeot.mattf!r:1Thts,unit will tdke

4, place over a period of ;several;'' a 'term.- Weekly planning

D.

foduses on activity thatwill occur as part of the schedule on Mo day

through Friday, while daily planning involves 'the 'last minute mo4ifiaa-
A'

ti
tions,or preparations to'be made durin the day or before schoofl starts

4

the next day.
,4%,

.....0 .

''. -4-4
Four off the five-levels of planniqg in this model. were directiy-

.

4.

.- ..

thisobserved in this study. Since this reseanph was donduoted during the

winter and spring terms, there was no opportunity to observe piannines at

'...,

, ';

the beginning of,the school year. Information on this type -'of planning

. 4_

was obtaineci,through interviews and through recall,stiMulated by u's ing'

the teacher's plan"book to re-create her planning before school started-

0

and at the,beginning of the,year The badie structureof the model was
ee'

4

v,4

developed through observation and interviews during the study. This

iias further corroborated bythe teachers description ofher-own planning:

To descri.e and differentiate planning at,eaah of the five levels

in the model, four dimensions of the planning process were described.

These included j1),planning goals, (2) information sources, 0)"fol-m 4-

of the plan, and (4) criteria for judging planning effectiveness.

The-description of these four-aspects of the teacher's planning

',each level-was based on several data sources For the most part, the
A

( 21
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LEVEL 3
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$v

. t 6

teacher's planning goals wereobtained through discussion and interview

I..
.

and through,OservAion of her.on-gpint planning. Information about the
" . 0

sources of ijiformation used in her planning were obtained through

observatip andothrough the pupil and activity j dgmenr-Casks mentioned
,

4
4

above. The form'of the teaCher's.ptans were observed during the'study,

I\ and the description of her criteria for judging planning effectiveness

p was based:on'obSeivation and interview as well as on-the analysis of past $

/

plans. Table 1 provides a summary of the characteristics,of each of the
S

four dimen &ions for each level of planning.

An important question.to ask about a strUitural model such as this is

how are the different levels connected and under what circumstances do they

ihteract? Six planning times were identified that involved the !TOstV,ON/ 4

'N14'...,

k,, visible interaction among the different levels, of .this teacher's ,, :.,..,.. :

\I ....., .....
,

They
.

wete: (1) .the beginning of the year, (2)-the beginning of th:-",
.. ,.., 4 4

.
.- . . . - IlL,.

R(3) the. third week in the term, (4) the beginning of un40.1.w#4=4eN,_
P'

, ' ii'', 4' '' ' 4.;-]...- ''' '%.- ,
,_

..',- \.

. when the weekly schedules are planned, ,and (0)". ,the_end ofe-csehool,

.
..

.
_

, ,

,.
.

4.. day. These 'connections are illustrated for fslAerm in Figure 2. l

44.

0

_

The beginning of the yeai provided opportunity for interaction

among,several levels. As the teacher got to know the students better

in the first feviweeks of school, her yearly planning was elaborated .artd.'.

modified. As this was taiing place, fall term planning was also being

laid out and a wkly schedulewas developed. This planning did not react'

significantly with-daily andweekly planning until the third or fourth

week since the activities of the first`few eeks more fairly standard

orientation and diagnostic activities that the teacher always uses in the

first few weeks6of school.

/
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- . Yearly

Planning

'Term
Planning

Unit'

Planning

Weekly'

Planning

Daily
Planning

25

P annin 'Goals

Table 1: Planning at

Information Sources _

each levil of thettodel

Form of the Plan

Criteria for Judging
Planning Effectiveness

.1. To exeablish general
content (fairly general and

tframed by district curricu-
'lum objectives)
.2. Establishing basic cur-

riculum sequence
3.' Ordering and reserving
materials .

. .

II. Students genre in o a-

bout numbers and returning
students)
2. Resource availability .

3. Curriculum guidelines
(district objeCtives)
4. experience with specific
curricula and materials

enera out ines ist ng

basic content -and possible
ideas in eaqStibiect matter
area. (spir4 notebook
used for each subject)

' f
.

.

. Comprehensiveness o

piens.
2. Fit with own goals.
and district objectives

,

t

.

1. Detailing of content
to becovered in next three/stbdents
months.
2. -establishing a weekly
schedule for term that con-
forms to her goals and em-
phases for the term

. . .
.

1; Direct content with .

2. Time constrainst set by

school schedule '

3.' Availability -of 'aides

'. ,

.

-t

1. ElabOration of outlines
constructed for yearly plan -'

ning .

2. weeklY,schedule Out-
line specifying activities
and times

.

.

. >,

1. outlines -
comprehensiveness, comma
22teness and specificity
of elaborations
2. Schedule - .

comprehensiveness fit witl
goals for term balance

. 3. fit with goals for
term ,

o
;

'1. Developing a sequence

of well organized learning
expeiences
2. Present comprehensive,
integrated and meaningful
content at an appropriate

level ..

1. Student abilities, in-

terests, etc. .

2. materials-length of,-
lessons, set -up time, de-

mand, format-

3. District objectives '-

4. Facilities ayailable
for'activities

1. Student performance in
preceeding days and weeks
2, scheduled school inter-
ruptions (e.g., assemblies
holidays):

3. Continued-availability-
of materials, aides, and
other resources

1. Activity'and content
./.

lists or outlines --,- -.
2. sequenced activity :
lists . /-

3: notes in plan book ,
_

. .

.

. .
,

,

1., Activity names and time*
entered into a plan book
2. Day divided into four

, instructional blocks punc-.

!-tuated by a.m. recess,
lunch, and p.m. recess: ',

.

1
. _ P

1. organization,sequence
balance, andflow of out-
lines
2. fit with yearly &
.-

.term goals

3. Fit,with anticipated
.student interest and in-
.vp4.Vement '

1. Completeness of plan!

' -2. Vegree to which week-
ly,pcheeule has been fol-

.,

lowed:

'. 3. Flexibility fo plans .

t& provide for speCial
time constraints or

',interruptions)

4. "Fit with-goalS

(-1. To lay-but the week's
activities within the
framework of the weekly

schedule. .

2., Adjusting schedule for
interuptions & special

needs
3. Maintain- continuity &
regularity of 'activities,

1. Set-up and arrange, 1. Clarity of instructions
classroom for next day in materials to be used(

_2. Specify actiVity.com- 2. Set-up time for acti-
ponents not yet decided yities

,.,, ,

upon 3.' Assessment of class

3. Fit daily schedule.to "disposition" at start Of

last minute intrusions d.y ,

4. To prepare students'for 4. -Continued interest,in-

lays activities volvement & enthusiasm

i

1. Schedule for darwritte
or thechaulkboard& dis- '
cusses with students
2. preparation andwarrange-
ment of materials and facil-
ities in the 'room: '

,0 ,

.

.,

1.. -Completion of Bast

'minute preparations and '...

decilitons_about content,
materials- etc.'
2. Involvement , etithusi-

asm, & interest communi-

catea by students

br
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INTERACTION BETWEEN YEARLY, TERM, AND WEEKLY PLANNING
AT THE BEGINNING OF THE TERM AND BEFORE BEGINNING,OF

INTERACTION BETWEEN WEEKLY UNIT. 'END TERM PLANNING

AT THE iEGINNING.OF EACH WEEK
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DURING DAILY PLANNING ,

DEC.

THE NEXT TERM

I
Figure 2 Interaction between levels of planning (illustrated for

fall term}:
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At the beginning of the'term, interaction between yearly and term

planning was most visible. As the next term was lai4 out, yearly.plans

were consulted for general'sequepce and Content. Since'the weekly

schedule.or the term was only tentatively arranged at the beginning Of

the term, the third week in the term provided interaction among daily,

Iweekly, and term planning. At this time, the sichedulewas sometimes

modified:since the teacher felt the-students had had enough time to

adjust to it; thus. problems in the schedule were not merelyrelated to

student adjustment. Modifications were based on actual classroom outcomes

A

and on problems the teacher encountered in her weekly or daily planning.

..-
.

c
. _ .

, When unit planning was beginning, interaction often occurred with

term planning. The planned length of the unitsand the number of periOds

o

set aside during a week influenced the scope and length of the unit. Unit

planning also interacted with weekly planning asthe unit,activities'were

.

fit-into the weekly schedule. Weekly planning also required connections

with term planning as theteaCher integrated the week's activities with -

her goals andqpiorities for the term.

At the end of the school nay, when most daily planning occurred, one
7..

r.-

interaction between daily and,weekly planning was most commonly observed. .

Daily planning'was usually efunctionof what had been specified for the

"-week. It was also possible that the-plans for later in theweek might be

modified as a result of'the day's activities.

Each of these six times that have been briefly characterized may be

thought of as potential research sites at which to'examine teacher planning

in mdrerdetail. It is at these times that planning was most eXpticifsince

several planning levels were interacting. Although it would be unreasonable

2 o
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to assume that other teachers plan'in identic,a1 ways, these times when this

,teacher's planning was most active and visible might serve as guides to.
A

strategic research sites in other teachers' planning. .

A Process Model of Teacher Planning ,

In addition to the description of one teacher's. planning, it was

a goal of this study,to formulate a general model of the teacher planning

process. The model has two major purpose's: (1) to describe and 'repretiene

in a schematic form ,speculations about' the components of'teacher planning

and their interrelationships, and (2).to serve as a basis for further

theory and research on teacher planning.

The process model is grounded on three data bases. The first is the

data collected in the field research portion of the study. By the end

of the,field research,'mady thingd were known about,thie teacher's

planning., It.Was known that mpst of her planning focused on instrbc--
41-

,)

tional activities. Many of these activities were well routinized, and

by winter term planning time was take up' primarily by planning for social

studies and science units. The teacher's planning could be described

at five levels and each level could be distinguished in terms of,goals,

information used, the form of the plan, and the criteria ..kor 'judging

planning effectiveness. Also, choice (the selection among alternatives).

was not a prominent activity 'in her .planning. Rather, it was characterized

by the development and elaboration of activities over tithe. Furthermore,

A

this elaborations took place as activities passed from general to more

specific levels of planning. -Also prominent in this teacher's,planning

was her,reliance on past experience -- What seemed to work welfor didn't

work.iirith previous catses.

29
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The secohd'sourceof data for thismodel comes from other studies

of teacher planning. Two findings of special interest to this model are

the failure to identify objectiVes as a primarwobjectOf teacher decision,

. makilg'during the planning process (Zahorik, 1975; eterson, Marx, and. N

Clark, 1977) andthe lack of well Oeveloped.alternatiVes,in teachers' gr..

plans (Morine, 1976). Both, of these findings suppoit the notion that
. I

.teacher planning in practice is not characterized by processes advocated

by the rational choice model. Rather than being dominated by decisions,

about objectives and alternatiVes, these studies indicated a greater

.concern for content and activities.

The third source of data is psychological studies of problem solying

and planning conducted in deliberative situations in mathematicil problem

.

solving- (Selz, 1922, 1924), chess playing (deGroot, 1965), musical composi-

tion (Bahle, 1930, 1936), art (Getzels and Clickszentekhali, 1976),'and
.

architectural design (Eastman, 1970 a, 1970 b; Baer, 1976),. The basis for

the utilization of this data as a source fOr the model is "theory trangla-

tion" (Snow, 1973). -Theory translation the process of borrowing or sub-
, r

stituting a theory or part of, a theory based on analogies between'two situ-
...

,

ations. The similarities- among the situation in teacher-planning and those'

of selecting a move in chess, composing.a musical or Nasugl,composition,

or planning for space dtilizationJn a buildpglapggeated the usefulness

of adopting concepts from research.onthese thinking proCesses.

The focus of the model, is on the individual, preactive, deliberative

information prodessing involved in planning from an initial idea to its

implementation. .Planning in the preactive stage of- teaching was chosen

since it is the site of most instructional planning: The focus of the

model is on the processes_of planning in-order to shed light on possible

30
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methods used by teachers idtheir planning. Thelack of knowledge

about mental procesles involved in actual planning (discussed above)

makes the need for stichf:a description apparent. The model deviate's

from traditional models of planning primarily in that the emphasis

Is on the discovery and.design processes in planning'rather than on the

choice processes. In short, the model portrays planning as "purposeful

problem solving" as opposed to "rational choice."

The general process model of teacher planning is illustrated in

FigCre 3. The model containsthree stages:

Stage I - Problem Finding,

Stage II - Pioblem Formulation/Solution 'Design)

Stage III - Implementation, Evaluation, and Routiniration

Stage Ii is the firse'step in planning. It is here that the general

,

planning task is translated' into a specific planning problem. --The

major process at work in this stage is h distovery process through

.
whith problem kpsding occl.1rs. Thisrprimarily involVlt'inteiactions

4

among the' planing dilemma, teaching goal conceptioneknowledge and1.

'experience, and materials/ The productof this stage is an "initial .

problem conception" to be further elaborated in the problem.formulatidn/
A

solcieg stage.
V

-Stage II is where most of the planning energy and time:is in-4:
, ,

, -
vested. The primary process of interest in this stage is-tlidesign

r , A

,cycle." It is through this cycle that the initial activity idea is

repeatedly elaborated and tested until a satisfactory solution is found.

4
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Stage III is where the activity is actually implemented and evaluated

in the classroom. This stage Piovides the teacher with information on

the work4ility/of the activity with one's group of children a!d may lead

to further mo ification or even rejection of the activity. If an activity

is successful, it may eventually be routinized. Experience with both

successful and unsuccessful activities and routines eventually is fed

.d'.:, / ,

back to/long-term memorr'where.it becomes Part of the repertoire of
. ,

i .

knowledge and experience used in future planning.

These three stages of planning characterize the teacher planning

process "from idea to implementation." Each stage will be described

in more detail below:

4, A

A

Implementation,
Evaluation,

Routinization

,Problem

Finding

'Problem
Formulation/
Solition
(Design)

Stages of the-Planning-Proce4

, Stage II

s ,

Stage'XIX
Stag! I

gigure 3:
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Problem Finding " _

11

1 rR

:"
,

In this model, problem findlairrefet ts o the process of becomi4 ng

- aware of what, specific Probldm
4
deedsto be solved within a general,

non-specifiedproblem situation. In the context of teacher pawning,

prObleth findidg refers to the "discovery", of a potential instructialaI °

idea'that requires further planning and deliberation; This idea is referred

.4' to as a "ptoble4 since at this stage in.planning it is still not knOwn

if this-idea can be realized.in the classroom and, if so, how it will be

Y",r
done. Since the instruction of the-teacher in this siudyNcentered on

activities, the "problems" that surfaced in her problem finding were

usually ideas for activities. Other "problems" that might be dealt with

4

during this stage include plans themselves (e.g., weekly plans) or

specific lessons.

,
Figure 4 illustrates in more detail the processes Involved in ,

problem finding. Problem finding is portrayed.as involving interaction

among the planning dilemma confranting the teacher (arising from the

general teaching dilemmabfteaching khowledge and experience, teaching

goals, and the teaching materials available. The sensing, searching,.

generating, and manipulating of ideas basedon.these elements is referred

to as the discovery cycle. The result of this cycle,is a statement of

a problem. (idea)`' the form of any
11"initial pioblem conceptio which

becomes the basis for further elaboration (planning).

I
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Figure 4: The probieth finding stage of teacher planning.
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.

The general task for teaching is represented JR :the mddelby"the

,

-"general teaching dilemma." One way of stating this dilemma is, "Here.

is!your classroom; here are your students; teach them." Although this

-.,

'is_obviously an oversimplification, it may be closer than one thinksto

.

characterizing the "openness" in many teaching and planning situationsl.
,

_. .k-.".'Ll-\:,
o .

Three major influences contributing to the general teach" dilemma,, ,'
,

.

\ -, , ,

are portrayed in the model. The first is the teaching environment and ,.

''''

4 .,
,i'' :-

! ,

1
r-

its organizational influences. This includes such Ehings as'the physical
. ,

. . a -
characteristics of the classroom and the schooL', organizational factors'=

( (e.g., classroom,organization, number of students in the class., lenAh of.the
9 .

school day) and relationships with the principal and with other teachers.

-I

t The second major 41fluence on the' general teaching dlemma is the' curricA),Um'

J
A ? i

1

...

:"
.

and resources available fof teaching. This involves the curricular guide-' '..

.

.. .
. . .

, ..-)

lines inherent in school Or district objectilles and in studedt evaluation
. . .

forms, programs, kits 2 and materials supplied/to 4the School. fOr,teaching
0 ,

certain subjects, resource teachers available forNeachin in certaia'

subject matter areas (e.g.1 art or music), and aides available four helving

4

in the classroom. Pupil characteristiCS are the third major influence

shining the general teaching dilemma. Influential characteristics InClude,

pupil-background factors and judgments of student ability, maturity, Eaten-
:

tion span, ability to work as a group,, and so forth.

The fact that teachers, vary in the materials and activitie'sthey

use in their classrooms even at similar grade leIels'in thesame ichool

raised the question of\where ideas and'activities come friom. If they

arise solely from the general teaching dilemma confro\ nting them, it would

8

seem likely, that teachers in similar situations woula.be teaching in
...'- .

0.16itar ways. _I

or .
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The discovery_ cycle is a means for accounting for the uniqueness

32

and originality of teaching: It does this by including in problem

finding four other components: the "planning dilelma," teadhing'knowiedge

.44 experience, "goal conceptions" A teaching, and teaching materials.

The planning dilemma is created asa direct outgrowth of the general'

teaching dilemma. As soon as one begins to explore the general teaching

dilemma, one finds that it is characteriied by complexity, immediacy, and

unpredictability. These factors make planning a near necessity, and it is

out of this need that the planning dilemma is formulated. The planning

dilemma mightbe Stated'in its most general form as, "Vim got to plantar

this,unit (or activity, lesson, etc.)." The specificity of'the planning

<I ^
dilemma may change as planning proceeds over time. In this manner,.the

planning dilemma frames the problem finding process ,at various levels of

apecifidity. This might be described in ihformatAon processing terms as

a way of establishing the "problem space" for problem finding.

Teaching goal conceptions are one of thetwo goal components in this

_
.

planning model. The other'is the-total problem conception that is part

. 1.

of the design cycle in the problem formulation/solution stage. Both of

these terms are modeled after deGrootls (1965) notion of "Total Goak..

.

COnception,"mhich referb to a problem solver'a anticipatory conception ,

of the solution to theirroblem, orthe "goal-as=attained." alt includes

all features of the go)1 and the problem which are important to the problem

solver at a given point in the thought process. Total.goal conception was

- chosen as a model for the goal components in this model because (1) the

schetatic, incomplete, character of the total- goal conception that is'gradu-

,

ally mod fied and elaborated during problem solving process teemed to

37
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t

accurately capture the orientation towards goals and objectives of the

' teacher in this and previous studies of planning; (2) it is comprehen-,

sive enough to include cognitive and affeCtive expectancies for solving

.a problem, and (3Y it incorporates a dynamic motivational element into

"the model in terms of expectancies and anticipations to,realize the
N.

total goal. Teaching get conceptions in this model'refer to anticipatory

conceptions_of what effective teaching wd414 look like for a specific

'group of students. This includes conscious, explicitly stated goals and

objeptiAs (both cognitive and affective). It also refers to vague

intuitions, disposition, or attitudes toward teaching that one may

possess.

Knowledge and experience are portrayed in this model as involving:

(1) learned and specific ways of perCeiving a problem situation, and

(2) a system-6f4reproductively available knowledge and methods,in

meMory. In problem finding, knowledge and experience 'Provide a reper'-'

toire of ideas (problems) that may serve as a basis for initial probl

.4.-
conception, influence the direction of She problem finding process by

planning routines, and provide 'a further screen to

comparing them wfth.the'success or failure of similar'

means-of executive

potential: deas by

ideas in the past.

The fourth major component of the'discovery cycle is materials. This

component includes nbt 'Only the teaching materials provided by,the school-

or district, but also any potential source of teaching ideas available to

the, planner. The sole function of materials in the discovery cycle is as

a resource'for'problem conceptualization. In the, same way knowledge and

- experience served as an internal storehouse or repertoire of ideda,

materials serve as the external source.

38
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The product of problem finding is the initial problem 'conception,

This refers to the abstract, schematic idea (conception) seen as.--n

worthy prospect for further elaboration. The only gederal constraints.

put on thid i ea are that it contributes, to the completion (fulfillment)

(Iof the teat ing goal conceptions and that it has not been tried and
---

rejected in the present planning sieuation. \ In other words, it must be

perceived as a worthy instructional idea that has not recently failed.

These conditions are lax to increase the probability of creative ideas
a

emerging from the discovery cycle,and to provide enough ideas as

sufficient "grist" for the design cycle. The specificity of initial

problem conceptions is usually very low, since the job of the discovery

cycle is to generate problems. The process of taiing this-initial problem

conception and elaborating, formulating, and Solving it to, produce a Von

,

or instructional activity tikes place in the problem formulation/solution

stage of planning.

Floblem formulation and-'Solution

The second stage in the model of teacher planning involves problem

o

formulation and solution. The basic assumption made in this atge is

e

that problem formulation is ap essential element in problem solving and
k ,,

that the two processes proceet hand-in-hand. The interweaving ofthese
-,r

r

two processes is necessary because o0the openness of the planning problem

situation., Before a problem may be saved-, it must first be discovered and"

. ,

then formulated into a manageable state.

Prbblem formulation and'solution activities in teacher planningare
,...

portrayed as a desig process. There are obvious parallels between the
e

'situations confront dg teachers and those confronting designers. In
.;i.

39
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4
both cases, no probleu' specification is given op agreed upon, no format)

.

,
language with

4

precise solution operations are available, and the goallAo

be achieved and'the restrictions on the prOblem are open'tO interpretation,

Further similarities, axe suggested by the research findings- indicating the

.

absence of planned alternatives 'And ibe,peripheral,nature of
,

-specific,'

well defined goals and objectives in teacher planning.' 11,

Based on these apparent eimilarities,,

BO stage df.planning is modeled after

1

proven to be characteristic of musical compos,... itipn, (Baffle), chess thinking! '

the ,problem formula4iop/'

design processes at have

,--

(deGroot), and architectural design (Baer, Eastmank, In-all th7e'of
. '-

these situations, problenSolving has been characterized s a Idcess,of

alternation between phases of problem development'(elaboration, dnstruc-
, 0

tion) and phases of problem reformulation 'adaptation, txansformafio4.

In other wordsvogindings suggest a/geheral design procesi 'made up\-3f
,

\

i,

continual goal development involving a-cycling between solution
-, '

. : . .'-

tions and the results of attempts at solving sub vsblems« The exis

I ,§ .'

5,

icipa-

ence

of thpse'lrocesses-Un thre-e such apparetItly disparate endeavors as spaying
-40,

r . ''

,

-cfless,)Writting a song, and designing a building adds credibility to the

, ..,, -. , -.,, %_.

notion'of a "irinciple of creative fork-making6 (Bahie, 1939)."1Ji .-

The primary mechanism of problem, formulation and solution is

referred to as the design cycle. Here problem solvingis ortrayed as A

design process involving.progressiim elaborgtion-al plans or activities

over time. This process` is illustrated in Figure

The dominant feature ,of the design cycl its 'phase.k ructure.' The-

progressive development and solution of thdlsplalining problem 4es place
( .

. _

As it cycles through phases of elaboration, investigation And adaptation.

, .

y

These phases are g syntheiis of the%laborative moveTandikransition'

40
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Figure 5: The ,problem formulation anksolution'(debign) st441 of

teacher planning.
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phases of deGroot (1965) and Beer's (1976)ffioblem formulation processes

37

0

of "tonstructlbn" and "adaptation." As a problem progresses.t
.

- three phas

;involved.,

of problem

based uplm

rough the

es of design, two major 'aspecti of the thought protest are

'Elaboration and investigation draw on the planner's repertoire

solving methods (knowledge and experience), and adaptation is

the planner's total problem conception.

There are two other important general features of the design cycle.

First, the process is serial in nature and only one problem ,is elabora-

ted at a-time. Elaboration, investigation, and adaptation continue until_

the problem is "solved" or until it is rejected asunworkeble. The second

feature is that the process happens over time. The .length of the cycle.

can vary, however. At its longest, the cycle may continue across several .

levels-of planning. For instance, a unit activity might be progressively

planned over a period of several weeks. At the other extreme, the cycle

may last Only minutes if an initial problem conception requires only

N Iroo

,minor elaboration to become workable or if' it is qUickly rejected after

several cyclestecaus of the discovery,of a-major obstacle to, its:i)otential

'workability.

'The elaboration. phase is the construction phase of the design cycle.

Its function is to elaborate and further complete the total problem

conception by supplying detail to sub-problems or to the total problem

conception.

Elaboration takesiplace through two methods. The first is the re=

combination of thought elements or routines that already exist in Amory.

In Selz's terminology, this method involves the "reproductive actualize-
,

. -

tion of means." Itis proposed that-Eck-the experienced teacher, this is

the primary method of problem elaboration., The repertoire of means-ends.



?relationships built up through experience isrheavily relied upon for

several reasons. Means-ends relationships accruedilthrough experience

likely 'carry with them some record of success or failure. Thus, the

'planner Has more reason to-predict-its success as a-solution. Also,

38

, -

elements stored in memory are usually readily available. This reduces

-the time and energy consumed byan elaboration, since it eliminates the

search and effort involved in locating new means. ,

4 A

The second method of elaboration proposed by the model-is the

addition of new elements or "means" not yet a part of the teacher's

repertoire of experience; This is referred to by Selz as "meansab-,

straction." Here the problem'requires that new means be found to produceN

new results. This method is subsidiary to,the first method of elaboration

.

primarily because of the additional "cost'! involved. It should nearly

always be more efficient to actualize a means reproductively than tb
t.

become involved in a. search for a new one. An additional source of new'

means'lying outside of the planner -is the materials available for instruc-

tion. ,As.described in the ptoblem finding stage, ..materials can serve as

--
an external source of ideas. This may be especially true.inthe.design

,

cycle if tie initial problem conCeption originated primarily from

Materials it the,disCovery-cycle.

Elaborakton is carried out,on either the total problem conception or -

on specific subproblems. In teacher planning, the latter situation is more

was

likely Wince the use of 'subproblems facilitates a more orderly and
.

efficient approach to the complex problems involved -in teaching. For

example91e primary objects of planning for the teacher_in thig study

were activities. The most obvious subproblems of planning for.aCtiVities

I'

+e/ .
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, are the seven features of activities described aeOve.

activities, elabOration could be directectat detailing

the activity, its structure and sequence, the duration

acceptable student behaviors, instructional moves, and

materials,

39

When planning new A,

the location of

, the participants,

the content and

The product of the elaboration phase is a subproblem-solution or the

. completion of a facet of the total probleM conception,. These elaborations -

are, nevertheless, somewhat provisional since their feasibility or work-
,

ability has not yet been examined. This is the putpose Of the next phase

.,in the discovery cycle -- investigation.

Following elaboration, the problem moves to the investigation phase

of the design cycle. -Here the elaborations are,pubmitted'to some fOrM

of analysis to deterMine the success or faildre of the solving attempts.

Investigation has two primary functio#s. First, it providei infotamtion

about the workability of the elaboration and its success or failure as a

subproblem solution. Second, it provides new knowledge and information

.
. .

about the planning 'problem based on ihe.repults of investigation.
J
This .

. i .
. .

.

..' ,

is especially true'of failures. Here the analysis of Avicthe solution pro-

vides information about aspects of the problem not part of the total prob-
.

,

,..
, . N"/

lem conception:and.not anticpated in the previous elaboration. This in-
,

formation may serve as a basis for a problem transformation in the sub- '.

sequent adaptation phase.

Invdstigation relies primarily on two.thought components. Like the

elaboration phase, this phase draws upon knowledge and methods build up-.

through experience. Successful and efficitnt investigation methods are .
,..

14
..developed. to facilitate this "feasibility testing" in the same way that

solving methods are, developed in the elaboration pbaSe. Thetotalproblem

4

-44
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conception, is the second component of thought used in the investigation

phase.- 'Whereas knowledge and experience provide the methods for investi-

gation, the total problem conception provides the criteria. The success

or failure of an elaboration (or subproblem soitition) is determined by its

supcess,in meeting the expectations established by the anticipations that

accomptinied the subproblem. Thus, the anticipation providee not only, the

I
.

motivation to,acarry out the elaboration, but also supplies the'criteria

against which to'measure its success. The duration and thoroughness of

the investigation phase may vary immensely. On the one hand,. ihe%naly-

-., sits may proceed in an almost .totally automatic or routine manner: Such

,: ,

rocess may be directed by a component-al:4n executive planning rou-

<

4::

deAiid might include a method like running down a mental checklist. On

.
_ 4

:1,4.r

-i: s .

. ,

the other hand,-the analysis may be more conscious and deliberative. Here
. .

, , , ..

--the process becomes much more of au "investigation" -- exploring elements

of the solution in more detail. "Trying out" is one such method that was

characterlstic,of the planning of the-teacher in this study.

"Trying out" is a general solving method suggested by deGroot (1965)

4 '

e In this model, it refers to a mental investigation metfloa that supplies

..'

informktion about the success or failure.of,an e
,

laboration by running
.

.

. \ f

it through a projection (visualikation) of the
.
situation for which itis

planned. Trying out differs from trial-and-..error testing in that it is

goal oriented, with a specific direction in mind (i.e.? testing a specific

elaboration,)
,

Trying out as evidence bythe teacher in this study mainly,involved

checking out an elaboration by'thinking thropgh and anticipating its

outcomesin the'classroam. This involved a kind of projection of the'...

plat) or'the activity into her present class and teaching situation. This

45
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process was suggested by her frequent use ofltt*Oments such as, "That

41

will never'. go," "That might work," or, n fan see right now that that will

never work." As a general investigative 4thod trying out seemed to in-

crease greatly the efficiency of planning. Rather than. having to test

1 every elaboration in the classroom or wait' Until planning had been com-

,pleted, trying out allowed a fairly' accurate testing of a solution by

_ . ..,

placing it in a "projection" of the future that,was based on'knowledge
--0'

/
and experience.

a

Whether thr ugh "trying out" or some other method,'the results of
,

the investigation phase provide information about the success or failure

of the previous elaboration and-new knowledge about'the-total planning

problem. Bath of these pieces of information contribute to and influence .

the problem transformation icy the subsequent adaptation phase of the .

deign cycle. es(-

Adaptation is the phase of'the design process that completes the

,1

oblem Solviig cycle. It is in effect both the beginning and the end

a

of each c01e. This is because the adaptation phase is focused the

=

development and completion of the "total. problem conception." The total

problem conception, like teaching goal' conceptions discussed earlier, is
.

modeled after deGrcidk's "total goal conception." The tot 1 problem con-

ception refers.to the problem solar's anticipatory con ption of the

solution' the problem or the "goal-as-attained." It begins as a, vague

and general anticipation, and as a result of elaboration, it is gradually

specialized, differentiated, transformed, and completed.

The total problem conception arises from the initial problem concep-
.-

(

tion which is 41he product of the problem finding process. At the be-

46 \
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ginning of the design process, they are essentially the same. Soon after '

being taken on as a problem, however, the initial problem conception

acquires a more complete character. -.In addition to being,in abstract

idea with potential fcr elaboratioh, it becomei a ful l-fledged problem

, with all the accompanying features. Theseinclude not only the concep-

tion of the main planning problem, but also anticipations about its

difficulty or solvability, solution methods, notions.of intuitive or

emotional- -preference, and any motivational dispositions.

Once thetotal probled conception is initially formulated, it be-

comes the source of specific work problems or subproblems to be ela-

borated (solved). The results of this elaboration (either positive or

negative) are fed.back,to the total problem conception by the investi-

gation phase. These results thus effect the total problem conception

'Z".

by either complec.ng a - portion of it ,or requiring a pew view of the

problem because of unanticipated outcomes. At any rate, toe total prOb-
.

lem conception is always changed as a result of an elaboration. It never
0

looks the same after an elaboration (and investigation) as it did before::

Hence, in1FigUre-5 the the total problem conceptiOnis changed-and i

different each time the cycle is completed (T1,

-
Whereas the previous two design phases are bapically phases of ela-

boration, adaptation is a phase of interition and transformation:. The

main purpose of adaptation is to formulateland develop the total problem-

Conception which, in turn, directs further elaboration (problem solution).

Thus, adaptdtion involves two processes: the integration of what has-

o
preceeded and the preparation for (what folloWs.

.

The integration of what has preceeded (elaboration and investiga-
__

tion).mearly always involves a return to a more general problem. This

47 ".



'occurs,because in most planning problems elaborations are carried out

on oniy..a part of the main, problem (e.g., a subproblem). To provide

.

. information to the
i main problem the results of

.

the subproblem must

analyzed in thelarger context..: This integration of the part wit

whale <fillows.the assessment of whether the previous

contributed to the completion of the main problem.
e

elaboration has

Integration may

Zifferentiation-andrspecieliiitiOn at subproblem elabora-

tions make various aspects of the problem more concrete and detailed.
ft.,/"

This return to a ,more general problem allows abstraction. Here nest

possibilities may stand out .against the concrete form of the problei thus

far; the results of elaboration may suggest new'properties or relation-,

shis in the prob

The second process of adaptation involcies preparation for fufther,

elaboration. As mentioned above, the adaptation phase'always involX7es

a problem transformation. This may' be an enrichment and completion of the

'main problem or involve a more radical structural transformation.' What-.

'ever the form, this transformation is the basis for fui.ther. elaboration,

which requires a freshly set, spediali subgoal.

.
The nature of,the total, problem conception is such that it is

rarely rejected in its-entirety. Rather, it is transformed and modi-

fied until a workable solUtion is achieved. This lack of "scrapped"

planning problems is primarily due to,experience. In the discussion

. of the problem finding prOcess, teaching' -goal conceptions and knowledge

and experience were portrayed as "filters" to the problem discovery

process. Thus, ideas reaching the form of initial problem conceptions

L

have fairly good experience-based potential. Once the idea is formu-

lated as a planning problem, it is unlikely that so'many unforseen re-

sults will take place to render tae problem totally unworkable. A
_

48



-problem may be radically.transformed, but continuity, will exist in many

44

aspects of the total problem conception.

A problem is "solved" when it achieves the leyelyecanticipation

or aspiratibn that makes-up

lem formulation takes place

the total 'problem conception. Since prob-.

hand-in-hand with problem, solutions the

final problem formulation is not achieved until the final solution..

410

Once these two processes finally converge, the design,process is coo-

pleted. The fapt that in most teaching situations' the designer-'Is Sign.
4

the implementer may mean that the Ad-product of the design cycle is

only a provisionally acceptable'solution which will:only become final'

as a result of success in the classroom. It is in the third stage of

this planning model that this implementation and ey'aleation take place.'

Implementatten4 Evaluation, and Routinization
, .

4 The focus of :this model has been preactive planning for i struc

=tion. Me_discussion thus far has been concerned with two central

,pects of'this process--problem finding and the design cycle. final

stage of the model Is not-preactive planning, as such, but it does

\provtde thefinal link in the instructional planning process.* There

are two'other reasons for a discussion of this stage. ,It.reflects the

provisional n ure of the results of the design process by proposing

an actual rying out" of the solution followed byan evaluation. Also,

the resul of this process feed back to and build up the repertoire of

knowledge and experience which, in turn, becomes an important component

In subsequent planning. The interaction among it'splementation, evaluation,

and routinization which makes up the final stage of teacher planning is

illustrated in Figure 6.
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-
The-third stageof planning portrayed here holds mainly for plan-

,.
'

ning for activities. It is hypothesized that the other major product

\s.

of planning-,-plans themselves, do not generally follow this sequfice.

TheprimaryreasmforthisisthatttleevaluationapIansbythg,teach-
'-,

er in this study was rarely carried out on-the basis of how they worked 'w

out Rather, their success or failure was determined on a structural

basis beforehand; that is, on the basis of.characteristics such as

comprehensiveness, balance, variety, and so forth (see Table 1). ''Since

plans are merelya framework to guide future action (instruction) and

this teacher's instruction was focused on activities, there was little

concern for the quality of the plans, per se, The-reason for this was

that quality was usually fairly well assured through experience so that

h}Me.time of this study, plans that conformed to certain structural

Criteria nearly always served-their purpose. In other wordd, planfiing

had become so routinized that its effectiveness was rarely consciously

'scrutinized. The exception to this was the weekly schedule established

during term planning. This was, in fact, the only plan actually implemented

in .the classroom. For these reasons, the third'stage of

4

model will be discussed within the framework of-planning

planning in the

for activities.

The following description of implementation, evaluation, and routinization

will be brief and schematic and rely heavilyon examples from this'study.

The final goal of instructional planning .is the actual implementation

of an activity;in the classroom. All planning is aimed at making this

moment as successful as possible for the students andthe-teacher. Even

-40
though activities have been submitted to many cycles of elaboration and

mental "trying out," their success ie not guaranteed until they have been

tried out in the ciateisroom with the present groUp of students. For this
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reason, the solutions produced by the design cycle are onl provisional.

Regardlesi of experience, tiilementation often yields un xpected and

surprising outcomes

The types of outcomes that the teacher in. this study attended to most

In the classroom typically focused on student,invo vement, interest, and

enthusiasm rather than on learning outcomes. Similar findings have been

reported by Jackson (1968) and Clark andPeter on (1976). At first.

glance, this'finding seems alarming; however, Jackson offers the following

explanatioT --

The problem turns, it would seem on the dis inction be-

tween the teacher's primary con ern and his- timate con-'

cern, on the thoughts andpractices domidating immedi-

ateacqans with students, as /
/contrasted with hia hopes

and expeoations concerning the long-term achieveMent of

individuals within his class/ Teachers, particularly irf

the lower grades, seem to b, more aotivity-oriented than

learning-oriented. That is, they commonly decide on a -

set of activities which they believe will have a desirable

outcome and then focus their energies on achieving and

maintaining student involvement in those activities.

Learning is important-', to be sure; but when the teacher

is actually interacting with his students, it is-at the

periphery of h attention, rather than at the focus of,

his vision ( 68, p:162).

During or subsequent to implemelltation, activities are evaluated

in some manner. In the classroom observed in this study, aqtivities were

not accepted, rejected, or modified based on one day's results. They were

`typically. given several days and sometimes several weeks before a final

judgment about their effectiveness was made. The teacher explained this

by saying that children of this age need several days to adjust and

adapt to changes or new situations., Early problems with activities

(especially when the, focus is on-Involvement, interest, and enthusiasm)

usually ironed themselves out as the students became fathiliar with the
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activities. The teacher_took this same attitude withnew weekly schedules,

and-modificationS were made only at the end of a two or three week adjust-

ment period at the beginning of the term.

46

Changes in unworkable activities were-usually along these lines: if

an activity needed slight revision but was otherwise successful, modifi-

cations were made. This might only amount to a brief review via the

design process fodusing on the deficient element or feature. r(In the model

this is reflected by a looping back to the design cycle where the problem

is formulated, elaborated, and mentally investigated until a feasible

solution is reached.) Thi6 revision was then fed back to the next-activity

session. .
zo

The other alternative for unsuccessful activities is rejection.' Here

the whole activity is thrown out. as unworkable. This i usually after

the deficienciefhave been unsuccessfully redesigned or when the dtffi-
A,

culiies affect features that are not modifiable. .1rr the teacher in

this stuay,othis was a rare occurrence. This was probably d4 to the

amount of experience on which planning was based and the efficiency and

effectiveness of the design cycle in weeding oyp problems.

Many activities thaare s ccessful in'the classroom arelurther

,

changed by the process'of routi ization. more aocuratelythey

Through a process of being "un angedll that is, their elements and

features, are established to the oint of becoming routine. As -men-

,t1oned earlier, routinization fu ctioned to lessen the planning burden

on the teacher by reducing the n mber of activitie or activity.featilres

that needed to be planned 9n a regular basis. Because of this's., most of

'1

A
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her planning during winter and spring terms was devoted to social-

49

. studies,"science, and math unit planning--activities for which the had'

chosen to spend more time, and to activities such ,a § 'field trips and

cooking for which routinizatiOn was not feaisible.

establishedIn the planning model, routines in the classroom be.

cone part of the teacher's repertoire of-knowledge and experience,

This' illustrates an important link between current teaching and future

planning. As activities take on a routine character in the classroom;

these established patterns of teaching may also Crake on a .outine

character in memory. Chase and Simon (.973) in an article entitled.

"The Mind's Eye in_Chess" suggest that the bulk of the chessmaster's

experience,is Fepresented by tens of thousands of visual patterns of

chess moves stoeffil-,ktmemo As ,a."new" configuration is encountered

.41.71,..0.1..board, it calls up the same pattern from memory along wih the ,

accompanying solution methods and strategies. Itl..may be, that experience

in teaching is in a si ar manner constructed of a repertoire of 'mu-
*

tines in memory called up (immediately abstracted) by specific planning

0.

and teaching situations. These routines may then be implemented who'll*

,.o4hin part as solutions (elaborations) for particularylanning.probleMs:

Thus, routinization of activities or strategies serves not only a
4

current purpose of reducing the planning load, but alSo provides constructs

in memory to simplify and improve future planning.

,)-

Discussion

In general, the descriptive findings of this study seem atikAtiat

with previous studies of teacher planning. Zahorik (1935) found that the

kind of planning decision most freqUentl reported concerned upil

54 /
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activities and-that decisions about content were most frequently re-
et,. "

ported first. Similar findings were reported by Eeterson, Marx, and

Clark (1977).in a study done at Stanford. They 'Observed teachers spend-

ing the largest proportion of -thef planning timed0.iber ting about content

(subject matter) followed.by decisions concerning instruct onal Processes 0

(strategies and activities). Like Zahorik, they found,decisions regard-

ing objectives conspicuously absent; While Zahorik found half of his

about objectives, Peterdon, Mari, andteachers reporting decisions

Clark observed that only the
.

time was spent on objectives

smallest proportion of their teachers' .

(.0470,> 1ven though a suggested list of ob

jectives had been provided to them b orehand.

Findings of the present study seem consistent with these results.

The most prominent and frequent planning concern of the teacher in
'C

this study was activities. The distinctions made among,_actiYities,

content (subject matter), and materials made by Zahorik and by Peterson,

et al. were:not., -hnwever,, apparent in this teacher's planning. Content

,and materials were subsumed underactivities,as-features,that helped de-
1

,--- fine the activity. Thus, activ ities did n ot exist apart from same subject

difference, may,howeVer; be definitional. Both
h-matter.

Zahorik

N
process or strategy.

Part of ads

and Peterson,

,

et a1.efined activities in terms of instructional/4

This definition is much closer to the teacher in- /

structionil move feature mentioned earlier.. in othkV. words, the notion-

of an activity used in the present study is much broaderthan thOse,

, used previously and includes features that have previously 'been treated

as independent decisions. It maybe that the notion of instructional

activity developed in this study can provide a mot4:tiseful framework for

s.
,

relatULthese various planning jud ents and subproblem.

55
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The notion of routinization discussed above may provide an explana-
.

tion for the additional findings in theie two studies of the predominance

,

of content as a focus bf planning. Even in a highly routinized classrdom,

as found in this study, content and materials was the feature of activities)

most frequently left' "open'! and requiring planning at the weekly level.

Content and materials could be viewed as the most subprobleM
.

that this teacher had to deal with on a regular basis. This decision
9

Should become even more freqleent for teachers with less routinized teaching.

Except for the most highly routinized activitieS',- decisions about content

and materials should always be present.,

Like Zahorik1s and the Stanford study, behavioral objectives were

not a central part of tea er planninvirtORis study. Ob ectives were

confronted primarily in the form of district objectives for each,sObject

matter area and were only used as aguide or frameWorklor deoiding on ._

. . .
, .

, activities. There was little evidence in this teacher's planning to

9 I

support the rational choice model of planning. 'Based on these findings,

planning was portfayed-as a purposeful activity guided-by teaching goal'

conceptibns and the specific problem conceptibns, and, no proiiision was

made for plLing using behavioral objectives or prior stated instruc-
_

tional goals.

'Ine,findings of this study are also consistent with. those of Morine

(1976). She found that most of the plans submitted by the teachers,in,
A 0

her study were moderately specific outlines listing possible examples or

questions that theteacher might use in the lesson. `An outline form
ri

waSaldo popular in the planning of the teacher in.this study:

5
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however, at no level in her planning were specific examples or possible

52.

questions written down. Thil-agrees with the follow-up noteor comments.

,byapproximately two- third's of,Morine's teachers stating that their

written plans submitted -for the two experimental leSsone were much more

detailed-than-usual and that most of their regular planning was done in

their heads.

The lack of specificity about instructional strategy in the "thinking

aloud"- while planning of the teacherin,this study and the recurrent .

patterns-in her teaching were major factors leading to the proposal of the

existence of instructional routines. It appeared that general '!strategies"

were routine while specific examples and questions Were partiallx routine

and partially composed in response to the situation at hand. In this

manner, the teacher could have the_security of a general fOrmat'to folloW,

yet be flexible to the uniqueness of each teaching encounter.
4

Norine also found that when goal Were stated_ by teachers, they.

,were non-behavioral goals. The teachers not only selected froM the

;.-,

spals provided to them, but also tended to restate and dgvelovoripnal 4'''

. ,
,

. .

goals. As mentioned above, this non-behaviorsi,orientation ofgoals and,
4 .

the tendency to modify goals better to suit ones-purpose was slip charec-:

-.7

teridtic of planning- in _this .study.
--,

. .

,

N.
.

Attention to evaluation procedures and to pupil background character-
,

istics Was almost entirely absent from Morine's teachers"plans.

t .

This lack of visible -attention to evaluation procedures was. also ,

apparent in.this study and'seemed to be-due to the built-in nature of the,
.

,
a'

teachir's evaluation procedures. Written work. was routinely evaluated and-

marked throughout,the.dny, and student progress in easks'pot xegularly
...

producing written products (e.g., -reading) was monitored through regularly
r

-. '? .
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scheduled contact with all the fudents. Sew.* of this, special,evalua-

tion'features were rarely inc ea in activities and look at the teacher's

plans would reveal an apparent.absence of a concern for evaluation.

Attention to pupil backgrou;d.characteristics was also not visible

p. in this teacher's plans,themselves, but they were riaailysapparent in her

planning process. -Pupil characteristics were an important source of

information at levels of her planning.. In.terins of the process model,

pupil characteristics are an important partIof knowledge and experience

and play a role in both problem finding and the design process. Although

pupil characteristics are used to guide theprocess of planning, they area

not necessarily,appa ent in, the product,

Pupil characteristics and-other factors influencing planning might

be more visible if plans included several well developed alternatives-for

action., Then the choice among alternatives might be based on the presence

or absence of 'certain aspectt of the environment .Vowever, in both
="7

MOrine's and the present study, alternatives were rarely, If ever,

mentioned in the final,plan. Although only a small proportion of Morine't

=

'
teachers listed alternatives %in their plans, most_of the teachers later

indcate& during,an interview that they had.thought:of alternatives dur-

ing their planning.. Since only a few mentioned alternative activities,

4
it is assumed that most of the alternatives were "variations,on a theme."

This lack of well developed alternatives as a product of planning

influenced'the form of the process model proposed earlier. A major

feature of .the aesigh process was that-only one planning problem was pur-

sued at atimp and.only one solution was produced by the trocess.

Al
;
efnatives might be consideied as subproblem elaborations, but they

-
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would either °be eventually rejected or incorporated Into'the total prob-

lem conception. Morine's linding that materials and cognitive consid'-

erations-("content") were reported most frequently suggests, that these

two aspects are essential. subproblems taken up during the design _Process.

Had Morine's teachers been ollowing a rational choice model of planning,

one would have expected a much higher frequency of alternatives reported

In the plans. Although the'focus of Morine's study Was not process'

description, it an be inferre4 from, the planning products'and the

teachers' responses that few, if any, of the teachers were following

the rational choice planning model.

To date, no studies of the teacher planning process itself have been

conducted to which the results of this study bay be compared. In the

three studies just discussed, process can only be inferred from products

of planning of time spent in various planning endeavord. Studies of-

planning outside of education have had little more to,offer. -Cast

,
studies of national or city planning have revealed- little'bore than a

lack of evidenc0 to support the rational choice model. Based on this,

alternative theories have been proposed but not 'empirically tested. In-

.

.,...
. .

dividual planning itself has only been systematically investigated ifi thesystematically

area of architectural,planning, and then only recently. The similarities

between this process'ind teacher planning were briefly mentioned above.

at 'is obvious from this discussion that research,on_teacher Plan-

.

ning is in'its infancy. Research on the information processing in-

.
volvdd in teacher planning has been initiated onlyJwithin'the last few

years. :There
_)

great need for further research in this area to test,

the results of this investigation and the model's that have been proposed.-

"4.
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The model portrayed in Figire'7 may be one way to illustrate and coordinate.

for further research the components of the planning process that have

been described or proposed in this study.

.
The cube representing the research "space" was composed by combining

three dimensions of the pl/inning process represented in.this study: the

five levels of planning represented in the structural model, three_

.

stages of the processmodel, and the cognitive components involmed in,

planning represented by.Simon's three phaies of decidion making
4

-,

intelligence, design, and choice. Intelligence refers=to those processes

for scanning the environment to see.what matters require decisio He e

it includes the perceptual Snd search. processes o. planning. D sign"

includes the memory and the generation, combination, and man ulation?
>

processes. Choice includes processes for choosing among courses of a

action such as judgment and decision making. -

It is feasible that'futupe planning studies would. choose a cell

or a slice of the model to investigate. For instance, one might in-

vestigate choice involved in problem finding-at the yearly level of

planning or one might study problem finding in general scroll's all five

levels. One might also for example, choos% to study unit planning in

planning stage or cognitive component to

leted, the model would provide d, framework'

an1 d fbr indicating processes

general or select a certain

eiamine. As studies are c

for coordinating the resUlt

investigated. It is also likely that future stUdied would modify the re-

search space by adding or deleting aspects of each facet as ',the charac-
,

teristics of the planning of many teachers are described.

4P
To conclude? it is.felt that the secondary go9l_of this study of

formulating question.for further research through the generation of

60
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Figure 7: A model for planning research
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hypotheses and models has been achieved to an unexpected degree. The

complex tapestry of planning and teaching. that this study has only

partially represented has revealed =many new ideas and questions thit

need to be followed up by further study. Also, notions of teaching

as a fairly simple, straightforward enterprise have been further dis-

pelled by 'rev ng.the intricacies of the teaching environment and the

variety of /ognitive skills brought to bear by the experienced prad-

titionef. This provides further support for the claim that research on

teaching must continue to examine( the"wisdom of the practitioner" as it

is developed and functions during teaching in real classrooms.

O
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1, a

Notes:

1. This saying has been attributed to Dr. Perry Lanier and has become the

infoimal motto oUthe Institute for Research on Teaching at Michigan

State University.
b

2. See Shulman and Elstein (1975) forsa description and discussion of

"process tracing" and Other decision modeling methods. See McCall

and Simmons (1969) for a comprehensive introduction to participant

observfttion.

11a

r

O
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